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Q1 We plan to continue with the four separate competitions during 2018
(Summer, Autumn, Winter and Spring). Making the Summer and Spring
competitions a social recreational framework for players of all abilities and
ages, to play competitive squash with the emphasis on fun! There would
be no prizes for winning division's, just bragging rights.The emphasis on
the Autumn and Winter competitions would be to provide a framework to
play competitive squash, with prizes awarded to the teams winning their
divisions.Do you agree that the awards/prizes should remain focused on
the Autumn and Winter Competitions?
Answered: 143
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Yes
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#

IF NO, WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS? ANY OTHER COMMENTS?

DATE

1

I'd be keen to see 2 comps: Summer (social) and Autumn/Winter/Spring consolidated. Surely that
would be easier to organise for both SC and the players. If that is preceived as "too much",
perhaps shorten the duration and introduce a different format event to spark interest. Also with a
question like this, the ability to select a neutral response would be good.

12/3/2017 10:14 PM

2

If there are not going to be any prizes then should only be nominal fee per team e.g. $20 to enter.

12/2/2017 12:35 AM

3

I don't really mind, the team prizes/awards don't motivate me, but I do want to play competitive
squash

12/1/2017 9:37 PM

4

Competitive people will not playSummer or Spring competitions if they are just for fun

12/1/2017 9:09 PM

5

The Summer one should more to it as its the introduction to the season, but the Autumn and winter
ones should be the main prizes

12/1/2017 3:32 PM

6

not really bothered, but more people play in winter

12/1/2017 12:46 PM

7

I am not fussed by the prizes, the social element is so much fun they aren't necessary although
are a nice addition ;)

12/1/2017 11:29 AM

8

Awards like cups/trophies may not be expensive. So how about giving them out every season?

12/1/2017 10:53 AM
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9

I don't care about prizes

11/30/2017 9:02 AM

10

If there are to be no prizes awarded for winners then the cost to play spring & summer inter club
should be half or less than what is charged for autumn and winter.

11/30/2017 12:11 AM

11

Maybe the big awards for the Autumn & Winter Competition but maybe certificates for the
Summer/Spring comps as it gives a sense of pride to the players for doing so well.

11/29/2017 7:53 PM

12

We still want to win in the ‘social’ comps so why not recognise the effort.

11/29/2017 6:19 PM

13

Clubs put their strongest team in to win the prizes, what about the dedicated players playing
throughout the year and not getting a chance to win?

11/29/2017 12:45 PM

14

I wasn't aware prizes were only in certain comps. I don't think prizes feature in many people's
mindset but, if they do, then Summer and Spring should prob merit comparable level of importance
- they're all graded games.

11/29/2017 12:25 PM

15

I think summer & spring competitions are fillers to keep fitness up. I don't play summer to allow my
old body to have a break and recuperate!

11/29/2017 11:50 AM

16

Squash needs to be promoted as an athlete's regular training fix, and I see no difference between
the seasons

11/29/2017 8:35 AM

17

Be uniform throughout the year.

11/29/2017 7:49 AM

18

Personally I'm happy for all four terms to be competitive

11/28/2017 9:07 PM

19

The summer/Spring competitions are more social but grading points should count in ALL
competitions

11/28/2017 8:42 PM

20

Still strongly contested play during summer months, some players dont play winter.

11/28/2017 7:27 PM

21

Summer provides better squash

11/28/2017 5:26 PM

22

Just a certificate or similar for the placings in the summer/ spring comp also. Some people prefer
to only play in the warmer months.

11/28/2017 12:38 PM

23

All competitions please. Many don't enter the more casual rounds which really reduces the pool of
players

11/27/2017 8:15 PM

24

Don’t agree with playoffs. At end of round there is a winner

11/27/2017 6:58 PM

25

Div 2 and below should have equal awards for each of the four rounds of interclub

11/27/2017 5:19 PM

26

By maintaining Winter prizes only, it adds that additional feel of competition.

11/27/2017 3:30 PM

27

I don't play for the prizes - just the competition and supper

11/27/2017 10:36 AM

28

Clubs have other formats for non-competitive playing such as club night, pennants etc

11/27/2017 10:33 AM
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Q2 We are planning to do an Interclub Prize Giving on Thursday 18th
October 2018 for the Autumn and Winter Competition winners. If your
team won a title would you attend the prize giving or would you prefer the
prizes to be awarded at the finals night?
Answered: 138
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51
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13

Yes - I would prefer the prizes to be awarded at the finals night

52.17%

72

No - I wouldn't prefer the prizes to be awarded at the finals night

1.45%

2

TOTAL

138

#

ANY COMMENTS?

DATE

1

Don't mind

12/2/2017 12:02 PM

2

Disappointed I missed this year’s as speaker sounded interesting. The full nomination info of
people receiving awards e.g. services to squash should be read out at awards as otherwise the
nominees never get this info.

12/2/2017 12:35 AM

3

Not sure.

12/1/2017 9:55 PM

4

I'm generally not a big fan on prizegivings - prefer the action on court. Quickie functions on the day
of the excitement are good.

12/1/2017 8:39 PM

5

All the team is there at finals night and can make it a celebration.

12/1/2017 11:54 AM

6

Play finals at one club and award after play has finished and during supper .

12/1/2017 11:50 AM

7

That's my birthday so I don't think I would go purely for that reason ;)

12/1/2017 11:29 AM

8

no preference

12/1/2017 11:15 AM
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9

I don't really care much about getting recognition for winning

11/30/2017 9:02 AM

10

I would only likely attend the prize giving if my team won something

11/29/2017 11:22 PM

11

One suggestion would be to include the Autumn/Winter competition winners along with the Canty
Squash Awards night. Again, a sense of pride for the team winners

11/29/2017 7:53 PM

12

Not a big deal to me either way.

11/29/2017 12:25 PM

13

I would be unlikely to want to attend a Prize giving

11/29/2017 11:50 AM

14

We might already do this for finals but we should have host clubs for divisions finals, so all teams
that have played one another turn up for a final evening together and share beers and good food.
Prize giving should form part of this evening

11/29/2017 11:06 AM

15

2017 Finals night, good event and venue

11/29/2017 8:35 AM

16

It's a busy time of year for prizegivings, so night is preferable.

11/29/2017 7:39 AM

17

Only problem for me is it may clash with my other sport.

11/29/2017 7:09 AM

18

I would like to have ticked both yes options

11/28/2017 3:27 PM

19

I have attended Interclub prize givings historically and the turn out is not great. Better to
incorporate into finals night and gives it a bit more kudos.

11/27/2017 3:30 PM

20

I'm wondering why the prizes aren't awarded at the Awards night.

11/27/2017 8:40 AM
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Q3 Do you agree that the Spring and Summer Competitions should be
focussed on the social side of squash?
Answered: 143
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#

ANY COMMENTS

DATE

1

See item 1.

12/3/2017 10:14 PM

2

but still including points, else run a social event where participants are distributed into teams by
grade (club of origin irrelevant) and a team competition occurs; best if teams play in the same club
to further promote the social spirit

12/2/2017 12:02 PM

3

It’s still competitive sport. People can have friendly games any other time of the week.

12/2/2017 12:35 AM

4

It should be competitive squash. I enjoy the social interaction but want to play competitive squash
so all parties try hard. If people just want a social hit, they should go to their club nights or a
business house league.

12/1/2017 9:37 PM

5

Donot know whatthis means so No

12/1/2017 9:09 PM

6

don't care

12/1/2017 8:39 PM

7

it should be if someone wants to focus on the social side they can focus on that and someone else
can focus on competitive side as well

12/1/2017 3:33 PM

8

Trial a few different league formats in the Spring and Summer

12/1/2017 3:32 PM

9

Squash should be fun no matter what and where or when you play.

12/1/2017 12:51 PM

10

This is a good time for an improving player to gain points, which can considerably alter their
playing position for the coming year ie higher team/higher division.

12/1/2017 11:54 AM

11

the warmer weather is better to play squash in, so is more fun, there used to be a social grade that
people could join, there must be a competitive grade squash through summer

12/1/2017 11:42 AM

12

but competitive

12/1/2017 11:15 AM

13

Yes - as a bonus

12/1/2017 10:53 AM

14

Its a competition. There could be social grades and competitive grades.

12/1/2017 7:50 AM

15

Inclusive but still competitive. Not sure what you mean by social?

11/30/2017 9:02 AM
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16

I wasn't aware that there was a difference

11/30/2017 6:10 AM

17

People can play social fun games whenever they want. Most tournaments occur in the
autumn/winter so spring/summer inter club is only opportunity for competitive play at this time of
year.

11/30/2017 12:11 AM

18

I don't agree with 'all ages' playing. Should be an age restriction for the young ones as some
simply don't have the maturity to be plying in the mens grade.

11/29/2017 11:22 PM

19

Those starting out are gain more confidence and learn a bit about scoring, team playing but still
have fun.

11/29/2017 7:59 PM

20

I have played this since it was formed and love seeing the fun, laughter on the court and everyone
has praised how well it is going and how they enjoy their squash more now by playing in this
competition

11/29/2017 7:53 PM

21

We’re social all year round.

11/29/2017 6:19 PM

22

Nice to always be social

11/29/2017 12:45 PM

23

I'm not sure how you can do this - games are all grading games. We shouldn't take our points so
seriously, hence we should be able to play these games 'socially' as well.

11/29/2017 12:25 PM

24

How it is more social than autumn and winter? We're playing for points, albeit a bit less serious?
But there is nothing that demonstrably shows it as different or more social than the colder months

11/29/2017 11:06 AM

25

refer above

11/29/2017 8:35 AM

26

Attitude have always been a good mix of both social and competition.

11/29/2017 7:49 AM

27

Many people, especially the girls, are trying to improve and higher their seedings so no points
would affect this significantly when other areas are still getting points. There are already social
nights and club nights for those who only want social.

11/29/2017 7:39 AM

28

The combined is an excellent way of getting games more suited to your grade

11/29/2017 7:09 AM

29

Interclub is pretty social anyway it's perhaps simply that Autumn & Winter rounds start & finish on
shorter/darker/colder days and not all clubrooms are exactly cozy.

11/28/2017 10:42 PM

30

Still grading points should be counted

11/28/2017 8:42 PM

31

I only say no because it already does. Interclub is traditionally social and always has been. You
play, shout your opponent a drink afterwards and chat over supper. I would hate to see
competitive elements taken away to enhance the social side further.

11/28/2017 3:27 PM

32

Juniors should be able to get points

11/27/2017 10:51 PM

33

Based on the combined summer league that has run for the lower graded women the last couple
of summer's yes definitely like the more social side but still needs to be for grading points

11/27/2017 8:01 PM

34

Whole div at one facility is great!

11/27/2017 10:51 AM

35

I don't play for the prizes - just the competition and supper

11/27/2017 10:36 AM

36

Social playing is available at club level, no other regions have interclub without points.

11/27/2017 10:33 AM

37

Its a competitive game. Generally that stays on the court anyway. Miss matched games are
frustrating for both players.

11/27/2017 8:56 AM
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Q4 Would you like grading points to apply for the Spring Competiton?
Answered: 143
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ANY COMMENTS?

DATE

1

I wouldnt play if it wasnt for grading points

12/2/2017 9:32 AM

2

Absolutely have grading points or there is no point having an Interclub competition.

12/2/2017 12:35 AM

3

That makes people take it more seriously

12/1/2017 9:37 PM

4

Players should not play competition squash if they don't want points to be on the line

12/1/2017 9:09 PM

5

dont care

12/1/2017 8:39 PM

6

Its still interclub

12/1/2017 3:32 PM

7

Its is still competition - this leaves the opportunity for the clubs to run their own social nights.

12/1/2017 11:54 AM

8

we can organise a hit around for fun without points by ourselves, have a separate event for people
who do not want to play for points if there are enough of them, there would be no point in interclub
if there are no points on the line and i would not want to pay for you guys to organise this, so i
would expect cheaper interclub fees for the year or i would seriously consider not playing any
interclub

12/1/2017 11:42 AM

9

definitely, you will not get anyone playing for no points? Would set up own internal comp with
points if no points apply

12/1/2017 11:15 AM

10

Any competition should have grading points.

12/1/2017 7:50 AM

11

would not be interested in play if no points. This would mean it is no longer an inter club
competition n]rather just social games.

11/30/2017 12:11 AM

12

I would not be so inclined to play if the games were not counted for points.

11/29/2017 8:49 PM

13

Think people still need to have the points relfect their game.

11/29/2017 7:59 PM

14

Having grading points applied makes you work just that little bit harder

11/29/2017 7:53 PM

15

Otherwise, what’s the point?

11/29/2017 12:45 PM

16

There's less point otherwise, and people shouldn't worry so much about points.

11/29/2017 12:25 PM

17

Yes I think grading points should be on the line for all games

11/29/2017 11:50 AM
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18

For us it is a year round event, and some play to improve their grading points

11/29/2017 8:35 AM

19

Girls aiming to increase their rankings for better seeds in national tournaments will be significantly
disadvantaged when heading to national tournaments against other regions still earning points.

11/29/2017 7:39 AM

20

Definitely, why else do you play in a comp even if it is social?

11/29/2017 7:09 AM

21

Absolutely. I know many players would not play at all if points weren't up for grabs

11/28/2017 3:27 PM

22

It is good for juniors to be able to move up the rankings

11/27/2017 10:51 PM

23

Points should reflect the game. I.e. 3/0 win is better than a 3/2 win. I believe Australia has a
system like this

11/27/2017 6:58 PM

24

Definitely hard enough to get points as it is

11/27/2017 2:25 PM

25

Would not play if Grading points did not apply

11/27/2017 8:38 AM
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Q5 Would you like grading points to apply for the Summer Competition?
Answered: 143
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#

ANY COMMENTS?

DATE

1

I believe the removal of points is promoting an overly precious view on points. It is then best to
create another competition format (not interclub) and then exclude points, making the comp' a
more team spirit or social exercise. (teams could be arranged by individual player's points or by
people making their own teams)

12/2/2017 12:02 PM

2

I wouldnt play if it wasnt for grading points

12/2/2017 9:32 AM

3

As above, competition squash so should count for points. Applying points in spring & summer will
also make sure players are at the appropriate grade for autumn squash.

12/2/2017 12:35 AM

4

That makes people take it more seriously

12/1/2017 9:37 PM

5

dont care

12/1/2017 8:39 PM

6

Its still inter-club, grading points should definitely apply

12/1/2017 3:32 PM

7

Squash grading is the most fairest grading I know and without points make if pointless!!! People
would not put in the effort they require (some wouldn't - most would)

12/1/2017 12:51 PM

8

no points in summer, no point in playing

12/1/2017 11:42 AM

9

definitely, you will not get anyone playing for no points? Would set up own internal comp with
points if no points apply

12/1/2017 11:15 AM

10

Any competition should have grading points.

12/1/2017 7:50 AM

11

would not be interested in play if no points. This would mean it is no longer an inter club
competition n]rather just social games.

11/30/2017 12:11 AM

12

Having grading points applied makes you work just that little bit harder

11/29/2017 7:53 PM

13

Same as above

11/29/2017 12:45 PM

14

The designated ball needs to be the right one - more-so for Summer and poss Spring.

11/29/2017 12:25 PM

15

As above

11/29/2017 11:50 AM

16

As for 4

11/29/2017 8:35 AM
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17

Girls aiming to increase their rankings for better seeds in national tournaments will be significantly
disadvantaged when heading to national tournaments against other regions still earning points.

11/29/2017 7:39 AM

18

Absolutely. As above

11/28/2017 3:27 PM

19

Doesn't worry me

11/28/2017 10:47 AM

20

I believe there are many people who would pull out of interclub over Spring/Summer without
points. We can all organise our own social games and many clubs already run their own social
leagues and evenings.

11/27/2017 3:30 PM

21

As per quesiton 4

11/27/2017 2:25 PM

22

Grading points add purpose and interest to the competition.

11/27/2017 8:40 AM

23

Would not play if Grading points did not apply

11/27/2017 8:38 AM
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Q6 For 2017, Women had to play in the Women's competition first to play
in the Men’s competition, or both, irrespective of their grading. Players
could apply for dispensation to Squash Canterbury and Squash
Canterbury agreed to a number of exemptions. The purpose for this rule
was to improve the quality and depth of Women's Squash in
Canterbury.Do you agree with this approach, that Women can play in the
Men's competition?
Answered: 139
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Yes - I agree Women can play in the Men's Competition and that they shouldn't have to play in the Women's competition
first.
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if Yes, do you think that the rule should be different for Summer/Spring and Autumn/Winter? please add your comment to the
text box below.

8.63%

12

No

3.60%

5

TOTAL

139

#

ANY COMMENTS?

DATE

1

We should play squash, not divide people. And people should have the freedom to choose where
they play. There will hopefully always be people who will choose, just women's, mixed and both
categories; to provide competitions for all types of people. I do believe forcing a player to do
something is not an evolutionary step for the sport and the community within.

12/2/2017 12:02 PM

2

We need top women to inspire younger and lower grades. If they aren't there to watch and meet
the level of squash won't improve. They offer help and tips to less able players and watch each
others games. It's important.

12/2/2017 10:55 AM
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3

I think apply the rule in winter but not in spring and summer. (Don’t have a strong feeling about the
rule)

12/1/2017 9:55 PM

4

If women are high enough graded and want to play in the mens competition, that's fine with me - -i
don't think they should ahve to play in the womens competition as well. As long as the players are
relatively matched and have competitive games.

12/1/2017 9:37 PM

5

Maybe different for Summer/Spring as women may want a bit of a break so may choose to only
play in the mens competition for those seasons as it is more social rather than competitive
anyway.

12/1/2017 12:45 PM

6

Allow these women the opportunity to only play mens during Summer and Spring.

12/1/2017 11:54 AM

7

some clubs do not have enough woman in the same grading points to be worthwhile, so they
should be able to just play mens if they feel like, as the points are based on the same as men
since it was changed years ago

12/1/2017 11:42 AM

8

If they aren't being challenged enough in womans, then yes, pop them with the mens for sure :)

12/1/2017 11:29 AM

9

no strong reference

12/1/2017 11:15 AM

10

Just run a mixed interclub full stop over two nights.

12/1/2017 10:55 AM

11

Women should only be in mens if there is not enough competition for them in womens. In this
case, they shouldn't have to waste their time in womens.

12/1/2017 7:50 AM

12

Summer/Spring women free to do as they choose as this is more social comp. Winter/Autumn
back to dispensation based on A grade or players being in a smaller club where there is no team
suitable for her grade. Players should not be forced to join or play for larger clubs as you tend to
loose members altogether because they want the home games as well.

11/30/2017 8:31 AM

13

Alot of the women who play in the Mens comp play to have that extra strenght in competion so I
say go for it

11/29/2017 7:53 PM

14

Free for all in the summer

11/29/2017 7:10 PM

15

If the grading is combined their shouldn't be any reason to restrict a player competing.

11/29/2017 6:33 PM

16

I think we have to give women more options/flexibility. If its beneficial that they play in the Womens
Comp in addition, then keep communicating and maybe this'll happen.

11/29/2017 12:25 PM

17

The integrity of the

11/29/2017 11:50 AM

18

I do not oppose women playing the mens, so long as it is not to the detriment of the womens comp
by removal of good players.

11/29/2017 11:48 AM

19

Yes they should have to play in mens' for winter, but only winter, I don't know that the depth is
there for any other season.

11/29/2017 11:06 AM

20

By forcing them to play on Tuesday it just distorts the teams. They don't play regularly, teams have
up to eight players to allow them to play a little as possible, players easily get dispensation not to
play which upset others.

11/29/2017 9:29 AM

21

There should be no barriers to anyone playing squash where and with whom they want

11/29/2017 8:35 AM

22

If Spring/Summer is social then Women should be able to choose which competition they play in.

11/29/2017 8:20 AM

23

Rules should be kept uniform throughout the year to avoid confusion. Players and team captains
may not always be aware of the change each time.

11/29/2017 7:49 AM

24

I think women should only play in the mens competition if they have reached the top and will not
get any competitive games from the womens grades.

11/29/2017 7:39 AM

25

Rule should be the same year round

11/28/2017 10:47 PM

26

Disappointed in the inconsistencies around dispensation, not taken seriously enough.
Summer/spring women can play men’s without playing both.

11/28/2017 10:45 PM

27

I think there should be a grade cut-off so that all women above this should be able to play
automatically in the Men's group if they prefer to.

11/28/2017 9:07 PM

28

You will lose woman altogether by enforcing that women play in both mens and womens. Most of
us have very busy lives including jobs, families, school commitments (juniors) and if I am made to
play both mens and womens then I am unlikely to play in either competitions.Squash is all about
keeping people interested in the game and socialing rather then people under more pressure.

11/28/2017 8:42 PM
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29

However there should be restrictions on this. Forcing them to play both was a failure. I think a
better option is to restrict it so only high graded women can play in mens. It shouldn't be a free for
all. Perhaps B1 and Higher, as this is where the competition is few and far between in womens
grade.

11/28/2017 3:27 PM

30

i think it should be an open competition and perhaps players could delegate the night they play
rather than mens womens, but probably keep D or E/F grade women seperate

11/28/2017 12:16 PM

31

I think that summer is fun so just being able to play mens only would be great. But for winter they
should have to play womens in order to play mens. It was a joke that some people played by the
rules and then alot of people got away without playing womens.

11/28/2017 10:47 AM

32

If they want to play Men’s, they should be able to, especially if they are too good for woman’s and
don’t get a good game

11/27/2017 10:51 PM

33

It is ridiculous and counterproductive to expect women to play in a separate league first if they
wish to play Men's. I thought the whole idea of a combined grading list was to allow greater
integration. I'm happy if women wish to play other women within a mixed grade if they play mixed
teams as well.

11/27/2017 8:37 PM

34

There should be a higher threshold for exemptions. It seems too easy. I think B1 and above onluy
should be able to play for both Men's and Women's

11/27/2017 8:13 PM

35

Yes, I think women should play in womens competition first but can also play in the mens
competition, however with a more social approach for spring & summer then believe this should
not be applied for these rounds

11/27/2017 8:01 PM

36

Men and women should all be in 1 competition on points. Why segregate

11/27/2017 6:58 PM

37

There should not be a separate women's and men's competition, we are all on the same grading
list. With so few numbers of female players it is wrong to force them to play women's interclub if
they don't want to as this puts people's backs up and may drive more out of the game.

11/27/2017 5:19 PM

38

I am the classic example of wanting to play Mens and not womens. I am able to play in the same
team as my son on a Monday night. I could not commit to both Monday and Tuesday and work full
time. If you reinstated that I had to play womens I would be forced out of all competition. We are
only playing in Div 7 and there certainly is no ill feeling from any of the guys that I am there.

11/27/2017 3:30 PM

39

I played in both the Men's and Women's competition. I found being out late two nights each week
tiring, particularly as they were consecutive nights. I also found transitioning from a blue dot to
yellow dot from Monday to Tuesday a disadvantage.

11/27/2017 3:04 PM

40

B2 and up women shouldn't need dispensation to play men's.

11/27/2017 2:59 PM

41

As a man I do not feel I am the right person to ask

11/27/2017 2:22 PM

42

Same rules should apply. Dispensations should be closely monitored - not too easy to get

11/27/2017 10:08 AM

43

Women must play in Womens for Autumn and Winter competition if they wish to play in Mens. Not
required for Summer/Spring competition

11/27/2017 9:47 AM

44

If it works for the player and the club for a player not to play in Woman's then "yes'. There isn't any
point in making a player play in the womans competition, as that player then defaults all the time,
and the other players in the team are disadvantaged as they have to play up, in fact the whole
team could be in the wrong grade, because of the named player who has a high grade, but doesn't
play.

11/27/2017 9:06 AM

45

I don't really have an opinion either way. Perhaps being more relaxed over Summer/Spring would
be good. We probably need more ladies and the best way to recruit more is to make it fun - and
that means different things at different levels.

11/27/2017 8:40 AM

46

Woman are adults and should not have to account to Squash Canterbury their reasons for only
wanting to play in Mens division

11/27/2017 8:38 AM

47

adhere to old rule only women players of A grade and higher play in mens comp

11/27/2017 8:09 AM
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Q7 Our current plan is to stick with the ball allocations we developed for
the four competitions in 2017;Spring & Summer:· Junior – Blue dot· Men’s
- Div 1- Double dot & Div 2 & below: Single dot · Women’s Div 1 & 2 –
Single dot· Women’s Combined – Blue dotAutumn & Winter· Junior –
Blue dot· Men’s - Div 1- Double dot, Div 2 & 3: Single dot and Div 4 &
below: Blue dot· Women’s Div 1 & 2 – Single dot and Div 3 & below: Blue
dotDo you agree this is a good idea?
Answered: 142
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#

ANY COMMENTS

DATE

1

I think that the Div's 2 and 3 should be canvassed directly - outside of this survey - for their
opinions. Personally, I think that the ball used should relate to court/complex temperature.
Furthermore, I think that players above a certain age (whatever that is...) should be able to select
the colour ball - oldest wins and if there is a significant iSquash points disparity (whatever that is...)
that the lower graded player selects the ball.

12/3/2017 10:14 PM

2

Otago was thinking on following this format. Have there been any improvements?

12/2/2017 12:02 PM

3

The blue dot ball is the worst squash decision ever made by Canterbury Squash!! It has caused
arguments, discension and has stuffed people's squash game as they chop and change between
yellow and blue for some comps and then interlibrary. It should not - I repeat - should not be used
at all. No one else in the country uses it for interclub or competitions. It takes a couple of weeks to
get used to it while your points go down. C grade and above should not have to use a junior or
training ball. D grade could if they want to, I am not D grade, up to them. It should not be dictated
to divisions. It should be gone completely in my opinion. And if it's staying then it should always be
yellow unless both players agree blue. Never the other way around. C grade players hit the ball hard enough for yellow in summer esp and winter. We have been fine for years! I only know of
maybe 3 players who prefer it in C/B grad. Its ridiculous. And embarrassing.

12/2/2017 10:55 AM

4

Div 2 can have some high b graders, single dot is way too bouncy in the summer

12/2/2017 9:32 AM

5

All men’s should be at least yellow single dot. Blue dot is no good

12/2/2017 6:30 AM
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6

The use of blue dot ball is reducing enjoyment of the game, removes enjoyment from spectating
and reduces the quality of squash played by Canterbury players compared with other districts. The
women should all play with single yellow ball except perhaps e-grade players in winter. It’s not
helpful for consistency if matches when being asked to play blue dot Interclub but single yellow for
training games with opponents who play div 2 women’s squash. In order to attempt to be
competitive in super champs competitions we should use single yellow ball for women’s squash in
Canterbury. The use of blue dot ball is the sole reason I’m considering not playing Interclub 2018. I
do want to play so hopefully you’ll choose single yellow ball. The idea of blue dot or single yellow
by mutual agreement does not work as once one player requests yellow the opponent smchooses
blue to spite them.

12/2/2017 12:35 AM

7

I think woman’s division 2 should play with a blue ball in Autumn and Winter.

12/1/2017 9:55 PM

8

Dive 2 and 3 mean should use blue dot in Winter. Match balls should be new!!!

12/1/2017 9:09 PM

9

Women's div 2 should have blue dot.

12/1/2017 7:02 PM

10

autumn and winter should have div 1 and 2 double dot because they are usually more players

12/1/2017 3:33 PM

11

ball shouldn't be determined by division, but by grade and if a player is below D1, then they should
have to use blue dot. B2 to D1 yellow dot, and above double dot. If this is not an option because its
hard to manage, then blue dot should be from div 6 and below in Autumn and Spring

12/1/2017 3:32 PM

12

There is a transition time when it gets a bit warmer and the blue becomes a bit too bouncy in
Spring.

12/1/2017 12:55 PM

13

Only issue I found with playing with Blue dot is when we play in a tournament local or away they of
course use yellow dot and so it takes some readjusting. That something all squash players have to
deal with.

12/1/2017 12:51 PM

14

Agree for Spring Summer but Autumn Winter, Men in Div 4 down to what ever equivalent grade
points to women in Div 1 & 2 should also play with a single dot. It seemed stupid that higher
graded men were playing with a blue dot while women were having to play with a single dot. Also
harder for a woman in Div 1 & 2 to play with a blue dot one night and a single dot the next night.

12/1/2017 12:45 PM

15

You need to match the mens division playing with a blue dot to the womens .. ie a woman playing
Div 1&2 plays with a yellow,then plays in the mens probably div 4 or 5 then is playing with a blue. I
think the Mens needs to be altered to Div 6 & below.

12/1/2017 11:54 AM

16

div 2 in summer could use a double dot as the courts are very warm and the balls are bouncy,

12/1/2017 11:42 AM

17

No preference

12/1/2017 11:15 AM

18

Make a decision!!!!!...all Womens Div 1 and 2 teams play with the same coloured ball (stipulate
colour)

12/1/2017 10:46 AM

19

It should be the same as everywhere else in NZ.

12/1/2017 7:50 AM

20

I think it is an insult to women and lower graded men to have to play with blue. I am C1 usually in
Div 2 and it is a hassle practising against men who have to practicse with a blue dot. There are
also many competent women in Div 3 that have no need to play with a blue dot. The game is very
different. Why do we have to be different to the rest of NZ. It affect others when they play in
tournaments. My recommendation would be be the same as the rest of NZ or at least let all men
play with single yellow and at least Div 3 and above women. Chopping and changing is a pain. :)

11/30/2017 9:02 AM

21

I have changed divisions a lot this year and have had to go back in between and yellow and blue
dot ball. It becomes very hard also when you add tournaments into the mix because you get use to
training with one ball. I think it’s best to keep it same ball so it’s easier on other players who have
to change balls a lot.

11/30/2017 7:54 AM
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22

Women have happily played with a single yellow dot for many years. Since the blue dot ball has
been introduced the quality of squash, enjoyment from inter club and ability to be competitive in
national events e.g. Superchamps has decreased. The majority of courts are adequately heated
and the focus should be on club's improving their facilities to a standard that is suitable rather than
changing ball use. Perhaps for E grade players in the autumn/winter a blue dot ball may be an
option but should not be considered for other grades. The decisions regarding ball use should be
determined before members are required to renew club memberships so that they can choose
whether or not to continue playing competitive squash based on the competition format and ball
use. As far as I am aware all other sitarists in New Zealand use a single or double yellow dot ball.
Does squash Canterbury have a valid reason for suggesting blue dot ball be used given that the
rest of the country does not? For players who are wanting to improve their squash skills playing
inter club with one ball and tournaments with a different ball and training games with higher graded
opponents e.g div 3 lady plays div 2 lady it is impossible to have consistency of playing
conditions..Please revert to single yellow ball.

11/30/2017 12:11 AM

23

should just stick with the yellow dot all year round for mens Div2 and down

11/29/2017 11:22 PM

24

Yellow dot only. I'm tired of the endless ball changes.

11/29/2017 11:10 PM

25

I think that it is insulting to any player (other than junior league) to have to play with a blue dot. This
makes Canterbury players disadvantaged if they were to play outside of Canterbury, and also, I
understand that playing with a blue dot encourages longer rallies, however, this can still be
achieved with a yellow dot.

11/29/2017 8:49 PM

26

For Women's Combined in the Autumn it should be agreeable to change from blue to yellow
depending on heat of the night and in Summer revert to yellow

11/29/2017 7:53 PM

27

Men's Div 4 & below should be single dot

11/29/2017 6:58 PM

28

Single yellow dot at lower men's grade - around Div. 6.

11/29/2017 2:23 PM

29

Summer is too hot for a blue ball and stop switching between balls, especially for women playing
men’s as well

11/29/2017 12:45 PM

30

For Spring/Summer and Autumn, we should stick with NZ Squash ball guideline (B2's and up use
double dot, unless both agree).

11/29/2017 12:25 PM

31

I prefer a single dot all year.

11/29/2017 11:56 AM

32

Single dot to DIV 5

11/29/2017 11:13 AM

33

I think a yellow dot ball for spring and summer Womens combined could be re introduced. The
blue dot is extremely bouncy. Or at least, the girls on court can discuss what colour dot ball to use.

11/29/2017 11:07 AM

34

Should be playing with what is played with in the rest of the country.

11/29/2017 9:29 AM

35

Blue dot balls should not be used unless you are in a beginner level. This is used universally as a
training/coaching ball, except here in Christchurch. Single dot is good for intermediate levels. For
top divisions, double-yellow dot balls should be used as this is the competitive level ball used
universally.

11/29/2017 7:49 AM

36

Women’s divisions should be all blue dot in winter, yellow dot in summer.

11/29/2017 7:39 AM

37

When playing tournaments elsewhere the ball is different. It should be uniform throughout the
country.

11/29/2017 7:39 AM

38

Good for men but not for women. They should have a blue dot at least in the winter if not in the
summer too. Their game is becoming slow and boring with a cold ball

11/28/2017 10:47 PM

39

However believe the single yellow should be played with further down the men’s divisions

11/28/2017 10:45 PM

40

Use of blue dot should be mandatory for all games where day temperature is below specific
temperature e.g. 10 degrees or below.

11/28/2017 10:42 PM

41

Yellow all year round for everyone. Blue dot stops me playing Interclub in autumn and winter

11/28/2017 9:20 PM

42

Yellow dot for all men’s interclub

11/28/2017 8:47 PM

43

Yes, however teams should have ultimate say as there are other factors. A hot night at football a
blue dot is often too bouncy for anybody. I agree with this as a default, but if both players agree to
a different ball, allow it.

11/28/2017 3:27 PM

44

Women should be able to choose as is the case now.

11/28/2017 12:38 PM
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45

Lose the blue ball - we are the only city in the country that plays with it and are a joke for it. Its not
a sanction NZ Squash ball

11/28/2017 10:47 AM

46

Most facilities in summer are warm enough to support a double dot, particularly Football,
Squashways and Burnside. This threshold could be lowered to lower grades.

11/27/2017 8:37 PM

47

Agree in general although this does not work when playing tournaments as often end up playing
with single dot for tournaments and blue dot for interclub. I would also thing that for spring &
summer rounds that the womens combined could play with a single yellow

11/27/2017 8:01 PM

48

Players graded B2 and above should have the option to play with a double dot ball. This is a bandaid and doesn't address the real problem of cold courts.

11/27/2017 5:19 PM

49

Autumn & Winter - Blue dot for Div 1 & 2 Women's - to keep comparable with Men's Div 4 & below,
which is similar level.

11/27/2017 3:04 PM

50

Yellow dot for the lower mens div to as most competitions require yellow dot

11/27/2017 2:25 PM

51

Ball choice should also be by agreement

11/27/2017 2:22 PM

52

I think blue dot should be used for all women in autumm and winter

11/27/2017 10:51 AM

53

Mens Div 2 and below should be using a yellow dot year round.

11/27/2017 9:31 AM

54

We should just stick to single yellow dot all year!!!!!

11/27/2017 8:56 AM

55

I don't mind which ball so long as it's the same ball most of the time per round.

11/27/2017 8:40 AM

56

Womans division 3 should also be Single yellow dot

11/27/2017 8:38 AM

57

Blue Dot is great for the game of squash, especially in winter on the colder courts of the wider
canterbury region.

11/27/2017 8:24 AM

58

Women spring/summer blue dot

11/27/2017 6:06 AM

59

Men Div 4 & below equals roughly C1 man and below. That is under 2700 points. Ladies playing
in Div 2 may be C1 or C2 but their points and abilities are way below a C1 man, yet they have to
play with a slower ball. Since the grading points were changed so men's and women's points
integrated on one grading list, cut off for change of ball should be focused on grading points and
not grade. A B1 woman is only equal to a C1 man and a C1 woman is only a D2 or low D1 man.
Why are women penalised with a heavier, slower ball at a lower points level than men? 2700
points for a woman is A2 grade. We don't have many A grade ladies playing interclub.

11/27/2017 12:53 AM

60

For the summer women’s div 3 and below they should be able to choose in spring/summer

11/26/2017 10:56 PM

61

I think that the men should be using a yellow dot in winter also. Their grading points math those of
the women in div one and two (who will be using yellow) down to at least doc 7. The ball will also
stay hotter for the men as the can generally hit it harder. It also makes it very difficult for the
women to swap ball from blue dot on Monday to yellow dot on Tuesday. Also tournaments tend to
use yellow dot balls for men so consistency would be very beneficial.

11/26/2017 10:55 PM

62

Blue dot for all women in autumn/winter, and blue women's div 2 and below in spring/summer

11/26/2017 10:48 PM
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Q8 Competition When Dates Format Prizes Summer Monday Nights Junior & Men's, Tuesday nights - Women's & Women's combined
9/2/2018 - 9/4/18 (9 weeks) Round robin, followed by finals. No prizes
Just for fun and bragging rights Autumn Monday Nights - Junior & Men's
Div. 2 & below, Tuesday nights - Men's Div. 1 & Women's 30/4/2018 2/7/18 (9 weeks) Round robin, followed by finals. The winner of the finals
wins their division title & a prize. They will also win a prize and be
presented with a team photo. Men's Div. 1 winners will win the Wilson
Trophy and the Winners of Women's Div. 1 will win the Kathy Hargreaves
Trophy Winter Monday Nights - Junior & Men's Div. 2 & below, Tuesday
nights - Men's Div. 1 & Women's 23/7/2018 - 17/9/18 (9 weeks) Round
robin, followed by finals. The winners of the finals will win their division
title & a prize. They will also be presented with a team photo. The
following other awards will be presented: - The Marist Trophy for the best
Performed Club - The Sumner Salver Cup for the best Men’s Team - The
University Cup for the best Women’s team Spring Monday Nights Junior & Men's, Tuesday nights - Women's & Women's combined
15/10/2018 - 10/12/18 (8 weeks) Round robin, followed by finals. No
prizes Just for fun and bragging rights Above is the proposed structure for
the 2018 competitions. Do you agree with the proposed structure?
Answered: 142
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IF NO, WHAT ARE YOUR SUGGESTIONS? ANY OTHER COMMENTS?
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1

See item #1. Eliminate Autumn and Spring. Elongate Winter. Introduce a different format comp for
the new 3rd period.

12/3/2017 10:14 PM

2

There should be prizes and team photos for all rounds or significantly reduce the cost per team.

12/2/2017 12:35 AM

3

The structure is fine - any chance to run the competitions on Wednesday (womens) and Thursday
(mens) nights? Having a long hard game and a late night on a Monday often makes you tired for
the rest of the week. I played interclub on a Thursday night in the north island and found it really
good.

12/1/2017 9:37 PM

4

People who have busy sporting weekends whether squash tournamanets or otherwise should not
have to play interclub Monday. Interclub should be Tues/Wed not Mon/Tue

12/1/2017 9:09 PM

5

I would recommend that the Wilson / Hargreaves trophies be awarded based on aggregated round
robin points throughout the season (autmn and winter). If teams have to change in between then
the new team can't really win the title. There should be some other recognition of the finals night
but it is a flawed way to award the major trophy as it is too much subject to 'stacking the team' and
fails to reward consistent toil.

12/1/2017 8:39 PM

6

maybe have a small prize in summer and spring

12/1/2017 3:33 PM

7

Structure seems fine. Just as long as points are still taken into account. To be fair. I'm not fussed
on prizes unless unless it cash ie tournament. I never get that anyway lol

12/1/2017 12:51 PM

8

summer and spring is still competitive, but i agree the winner of finals should get rewarded, not
round robin winner. 1v4 2v3 for finals, not 1v8 etc

12/1/2017 11:42 AM

9

As long as summer and spring includes points, otherwise no one will play!

12/1/2017 11:15 AM

10

Winter interclubs to play a semi final and finals. No round robin. It dragged it out too long and
teams struggled to get players to play

12/1/2017 10:55 AM

11

Trophies in all comps

12/1/2017 10:53 AM

12

Grading points for all games.

12/1/2017 7:50 AM

13

not sure what the womens combined is

11/30/2017 8:31 AM

14

There should be a team photo awarded for all teams who win their division at any time during the
year so for summer, autumn, winter and spring.

11/30/2017 12:11 AM

15

just need to be mindful of the school holiday calender. particularly in winter more people seem to
be away travelling and therefore unavailable to play

11/29/2017 11:22 PM

16

The semis / finals round robin was a disappointing way to finish to winter. It should have been a
swiss draw.

11/29/2017 11:10 PM

17

All competition should be playing for an award. A prize, certificate for the Womens Combined for
both Autumn & Summer.

11/29/2017 7:53 PM

18

In the Spring / Summer comp where arguably there are fewer teams and less pressure on courts.
Why not introduce a slightly different format including a doubles comp. Teams of 4 players to play
two doubles games. The Doubles comp could be played the opposite Monday / Tuesday nights
from the singles?

11/29/2017 6:33 PM

19

All fine apart from prizes and fun reference. As above, apply points and prizes to all rounds.

11/29/2017 6:19 PM

20

For the social summer and spring where there are less numbers, do we combine womans and
mens on the same night?

11/29/2017 11:06 AM

21

All good except every season should be for grading points.

11/29/2017 7:39 AM

22

Monday is a painful day for interclub as the start of the working week. Why not play Wednesday &
Thursday for all or at least the two summer rounds.

11/28/2017 10:42 PM

23

I'm not bothered about prizes for Summer and Spring but would be happy if all terms were
competitive.

11/28/2017 9:07 PM

24

Summer/spring need to acknowledge their winners and 2nd placing.

11/28/2017 12:38 PM

25

The 2nd round of womens has in the past played for the Rose Bowl Trophy - this has been given
out for something else which is disappointing

11/28/2017 10:47 AM

26

I would like to see fewer games for juniors based at Football and for them to use the Squash HQ
facility so that other senior Football teams get the opportunity to use our court earlier..

11/27/2017 8:37 PM
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27

Winners for all competitions please (as above)

11/27/2017 8:15 PM

28

No finals. Already got a winner

11/27/2017 6:58 PM

29

Should be some reward for each winner in each div for each season of interclub

11/27/2017 5:19 PM

30

Retain the current structure. Organise a separate league for social players if you have
overwhelming interest.

11/27/2017 3:30 PM

31

Would like to see 10 week rounds, ideally.

11/27/2017 10:51 AM

32

Are there prizes for interclub? I've never won one

11/27/2017 10:36 AM

33

Not if it is not playing for points

11/27/2017 10:33 AM
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Q9 Do you have any suggestions for improving the Interclub Competitions
or changes you would like to see?
Answered: 62

Skipped: 81

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Read previous. There are mutterings that Squash NZ wishes to introduce 11 scoring in
Canterbury. I suggest that as players, the longer we are on the court - within reason - the greater
the opportunity to improve. Our climate plays a significant part in our game. While I have no
empirical evidence, I suspect that an 11 point game in Auckland is typically of longer duration than
an 11 point game in Canterbury for the average club player.

12/3/2017 10:14 PM

2

I believe a third format of competition, different to intervlub and tournaments should be developed,
to broaden then nature of the sport and promote squash through various types of competition;
each exploring different aspects of the sport, social side and fitness. Gym memberships have
increased above all other declining sports' membership; thus I think we could promote squash to
the public as a very fun way of getting FIT!! Monthly memberships, with a large social aspect and
competitions, while also providing a more conservative solo environment for the intravert: you
don't have to play in club comps but can just do your own thing as well. Promote social and above
all fitness. :)

12/2/2017 12:02 PM

3

Fab to have no women's games on Trttoing Cup Tuesday, and play Labour Tuesday instead perfect! Thanks for listening and doing this.

12/2/2017 10:55 AM

4

Earlier start 630?

12/2/2017 9:32 AM

5

This spring division 2 has played at one venue - not necessarily home court for either team. Please
stick to a home v away draw format for 2018. This is much more beneficial for supporting other
club members, opportunity to watch senior role models. All teams play each other in round robin
so can socialise on those evenings.

12/2/2017 12:35 AM

6

I think it is really good the way it is now.

12/1/2017 10:37 PM

7

Run the competitions on Wednesday (womens) and Thursday (mens) nights? Having a long hard
game and a late night on a Monday often makes you tired for the rest of the week. I played
interclub on a Thursday night in the north island and found it really good.

12/1/2017 9:37 PM

8

Would like to see Squash Canterbury do some advertising outside of just the clubs to promote
inter club

12/1/2017 9:13 PM

9

Interclub is not the place to make the game more social. There should be other separate initiatives
for that.

12/1/2017 9:09 PM

10

Its generally pretty good. The 3 man format for Div one was a bad move and should return to 4
man. Surprised that question wasn't in the survey!?

12/1/2017 8:39 PM

11

Start games earlier as it runs far too late into the evenings during the winter weeks

12/1/2017 7:02 PM

12

Having two courts is great. Maybe 3 in a team. Anything to make the evening a bit shorter.

12/1/2017 2:43 PM

13

Need to make squash more appealing to new players and stop the arguing on the courts and
especially at refs. I see it over and over again where some loud mouth puts players off squash to
the point they stop playing. From what my Wife says, the women are the worst. Some clubs are
worse than others.

12/1/2017 12:51 PM

14

It has been quite good having all teams in a division play at the same venue each week. Even if it
is four teams at one venue would also be good, then can utilize more 2 & 3 court complexes
instead of the requirement of 4 courts as has been the case.

12/1/2017 12:45 PM

15

Stay with the 7 pm starts. That has worked well.

12/1/2017 11:54 AM

16

cheaper levies so people are not put off joining because of the fees, only penalise teams for 2nd
default, as injuries happen and people cannot always get a team together.

12/1/2017 11:42 AM
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17

To be honest I would so love to have the social club squash all year round how it has been. We
have had way more variety in playing others, and it's been an awesome culture seeing the same
teams and woman each week. If there were more club teams then maybe, but it's really cool with
the big suppers and group support.

12/1/2017 11:29 AM

18

More committed teams.

12/1/2017 10:55 AM

19

I am an I.T. developer. As a volunteer, have developed a web based system for making Captain's
job easier/trsansparent. Free to use by all Captains. Details with David Howes or me (Piyush
mobile 0223441002)

12/1/2017 10:53 AM

20

I enjoyed the format of the spring competition, having all teams from doc play in the one venue.
Made it more social

12/1/2017 10:47 AM

21

All teams in a divison playing at the same club has been great for spring/summer

12/1/2017 10:46 AM

22

Playing all games for a division at the same club is excellent. It adds a much more social
atmosphere at supper. Appreciate this is more difficult to arrange when more teams are playing.

11/30/2017 10:10 AM

23

I would rather not have all one div at one club as in this round. It is good to play at your own club
and mix with other levels. Also providing supper at some one else's venue isn't as easy as your
own. Thank you for asking for feedback.

11/30/2017 9:02 AM

24

I'd like the junior grade to be stronger. At the moment the good boys move up to men's grade
around age 14 which I agree is good for their squash development but it means the junior comp is
less competitive. Maybe juniors can play in both. Being from out of town, If my 15 year old son was
to play men's division on a Monday night it makes for a late night at the start of the week

11/30/2017 6:10 AM

25

I would like to see a draw where teams play at their home courts or travel to opposition clubs but
not all teams in a division at one venue. All teams within a division have the opportunity to play
each other during the round and will socialise when these matches occur. The format of all teams
in a division playing at one venue prevents any development of club culture/bonding/or ooportunity
for club captains or other senior role models to see their members in other divisions playing and
provide encouragement. As a lower graded player it is good for your squash to have the
opportunity to watch games of higher graded players at the same venue rather than only having
the opportunity to interact with people in your division. In addition the new format currently used
during spring inter club 2017 has made it difficult for host club members as they have to wait for all
teams to finish and leave before leaving the club even if their games are finished early. There have
also been difficulties with being able to open the bar at the club if the home team doesn't have a
member with access. The 7pm start time is good.

11/30/2017 12:11 AM

26

Ive mentioned before and feel strongly about young kids playing in the mens grade that are not
mature enough to handle the presure. should be at least high school and above.

11/29/2017 11:22 PM

27

Let the women play in whatever draw they want so it doesn't mess up the other women's teams.
Don't let the big clubs in particular have teams of more than 5 players. Regrade all juniors before
they join the seniors draw...and again during the season.

11/29/2017 11:10 PM

28

Please do not suggest another round of blue dots for division three ladies!!!

11/29/2017 8:49 PM

29

I have liked the idea of all teams in a Div playing at the same venue. This has worked well with the
Womens Combined and its much more social afterwards having 20+ ladies around the table with a
great supper selection. In the Winter this may not always work with some clubs (Linwood, Mt
Pleasant & Cashmere) only have 2 courts.

11/29/2017 7:53 PM

30

More doubles opportunities - its a change from the usual and could encourage some oldies back.

11/29/2017 6:33 PM

31

As above.

11/29/2017 6:19 PM

32

Games / divisions should be closer in points otherwise it is not enjoyable at all ( not for the higher
grader player or lower players)

11/29/2017 12:45 PM

33

Have a Best and Fairest Player award to be voted anonymously on by all participants, perhaps at
Finals, night and publish names of all who get >1 vote.

11/29/2017 12:25 PM

34

Keep up the good work!

11/29/2017 11:50 AM

35

More 'social' prizes? Best supper? Best team uniform? Most supportive club (i.e. best host or most
supporters) voted on by all participants via survey monkey and moderated by squash canterbury?

11/29/2017 11:06 AM

36

Grades playing all at one club does not make sence just makes more travelling

11/29/2017 9:29 AM
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37

As long as season falls within School term, and breaks during school holidays is great. Changes
would be good as suggested in my survey answers.

11/29/2017 7:49 AM

38

I do not like the whole division playing at one club, it gets too confusing @bout who is hosting,
responsible for balls,etc

11/29/2017 7:39 AM

39

Points for all seasons, and same ball as the rest of the country.

11/29/2017 7:39 AM

40

More care needs to be taken around the strength of the teams especially of more than one team
from club in same div team should be evenly split to ensure good games. Women who aren’t
playing womens should be an absolute exception.

11/28/2017 10:45 PM

41

Please refer to 8 above and consider change to day of week.

11/28/2017 10:42 PM

42

I like the fact that all of doc 1plsy at the same club, I think this should be all year round

11/28/2017 10:27 PM

43

I believe the concept of supper is outdated, we are there to play Squash. I agree with a simple
drink with the opposition post match, but providing a meal that goes mostly wasted or uneaten
seems like a waste of time.

11/28/2017 9:55 PM

44

Div 1 could be played at 1 club. We used to have a super league format i.e. no club affiliations and
that was good. Could keep club affiliation and have a draft system to bring in 1 more player

11/28/2017 9:09 PM

45

I think there should be a separate Intermediate group for the kids of Junior age who have
outgrown the Junior competition. Having young teens in the Senior competition means most kids
can't socialise with the adults in the teams and the adults can't socialise with the kids. If the
talented kids younger than 19 were all in a separate division there should still be plenty of
competition for them. Maybe there could be a cut-off (e.g. above B2) where those kids could play
in the Adult group if they really wanted to.

11/28/2017 9:07 PM

46

I think some further help on refereeing as it is erratic

11/28/2017 8:55 PM

47

I think there should always be grading points up for grabs.

11/28/2017 5:26 PM

48

I am a big fan of the mens open being a super league format (no clubs, even teams throughout)

11/28/2017 3:27 PM

49

Try having only with 3 playing per night. Also, it has been suggested numerous times that there
are too many clubs not up to standard. If we're going to be blunt, although I like the Cashmere
players, the courts are nowhere near interclub standard with slippery floors (worse since they've
been sanded), peeling walls and pretty dank bathroom facilities. There is no doubt if and when the
new facilities are completed it will be a great addition to the Canterbury facilities but Cashmere
players should be permitted to participate in interclub without the use of their facility. I would even
go as far as having an audit of all interclub premises and advising of any improvements that need
to be made.

11/27/2017 8:37 PM

50

Consider teams of 3 players please

11/27/2017 8:15 PM

51

District referees should be refereeing as many interclub matches as possible. Rule change where
either player can ask for a new ball after the second set of a match. Have a graded competition
where players are selected from ALL clubs and sorted into groups where they have round robins
or individuals sorted into pools of 4 and have a round robin, top player moves up and bottom
player moves down. Bad behavior has become an issue that needs to be seriously addressed and
not trivialised and ignored. Grading system should be adjusted so that if a player is winning match
after match they will get extra bonus points as they are obviously undergraded.

11/27/2017 5:19 PM

52

Less travel to out of the city clubs.

11/27/2017 2:59 PM

53

As a parent it is differcult to get our daughter to juniors and then get to mens interclub - they need
to be on different nights. No draw should have uneven team numbers so there are byes

11/27/2017 2:22 PM

54

bring back the Tuesday night competitions for the social players

11/27/2017 10:36 AM

55

Keep the interclub format consistent, every quarter something always changes be it be ball,
venue, format...

11/27/2017 10:33 AM

56

6.30pm start times. Earlier the better.

11/27/2017 9:46 AM

57

It was good having the same teams at the same club, however you never got to see other
divisions play. And there needs to be clarity around who is providing supper and balls. I felt for the
teams who had to travel into town every week eg Rangiora, Amberley (though I'm pleased we
didn't have to travel out there!

11/27/2017 9:06 AM
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58

I'd like to see regrading of juniors moving up to senior interclub. And/or more spread out grading of
juniors that better reflects senior grading. If a teenager is graded J what are the little kids graded?
The J graded juniors are often playing at E1 or D level.

11/27/2017 8:40 AM

59

No

11/27/2017 8:38 AM

60

No new format is really good

11/27/2017 7:30 AM

61

I would like to see 3 player teams for Women's Interclub in order to have more teams entered that
may create more divisions, therefore having more even teams in divisions.

11/27/2017 12:53 AM

62

Split the teams more evenly for summer women’s combined and don’t try to dictate who stands
down each week because it is unrealistic for teams to stick to that. Also it was better when one
whole team stood down each week rather than specific players

11/26/2017 10:56 PM
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